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Introduction 

In the last years, linear magnetic traps for plasma confinement have shown rapid progress in 

plasma parameters, including electron temperature up to 0.9 keV at mean energy of hot ions 

of 12 keV [1] and relative plasma pressure up to β ≈ 60% [2]. Highly conservative 

extrapolation of GDT parameters to higher NBI injection energy and D-T fuel resulted in a 

project of material test neutron source with Q = 0.02 and neutron flux of 2 MW/m2 [3]. 

Improved suppression of the longitudinal fluxes leads to even more attractive plasma 

parameters and fusion gain [4]. 

Recently, a new method of plasma flow suppression in a helical magnetic field was proposed 

[5]. Periodical variations of the magnetic field moving upstream in the plasma’s reference 

frame transfer momentum to trapped particles [6]. In collisional regime, this momentum 

transfer leads to the pumping of the plasma inside the central cell of the trap. Plasma 

acceleration can also be achieved [7]. 

Magnetic corrugation travelling in laboratory frame of reference needs excessive energetics. 

The most attainable configuration of the travelling corrugation involves plasma rotation in 

helical magnetic field. The rotation is induced by E×B drift in the way similar to vortex 

 

Fig. 1. SMOLA device. The plasma source, the vacuum vessel, the magnetic system and the biased limiters are 

shown. Magenta field line: edge of the cathode, green: edge of the anode, red: touching grounded vessel. 
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confinement [8]. In the plasma’s reference frame the corrugation travels at the velocity 
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where h is the helicity period, r is the plasma radius, Er is the radial electric field and Bz is the 

longitudinal magnetic field. Up- or downstream direction of this force depends on the 

directions of the electric and the magnetic fields and its helicity. 

Concept exploration device SMOLA is now being constructed in Budker INP (Fig. 1). The 

main parameters of the device are discussed in [9]. This paper describes the main parts of the 

device and the basic idea of the experiment. The device consists of long helical section, 

plasma gun and two expanders. Plasma is trapped in the entrance expander between high-field 

region of the plasma gun and the helical section. Vacuum system, magnetic system and the 

source of the radial electric field have the main importance for the first experiments. 

 

Vacuum system 

Vacuum requirements are determined by the minimization of the charge exchange losses. 

Charge exchange of the ion at the energy ~10–100 eV is negligible if pressure is much less 

than 4×10-3 Pa: 
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where p and T — pressure and temperature of the neutral gas, σce — charge-exchange cross-

section, L — length of the device. 

Operating pressure of 10-4 Pa will be attained by turbomolecular pump. Neutral gas will be 

generated during the experiment mostly by the plasma gun. Gas flow will reach ~1020 с-1 (see 

«Plasma gun» chapter). Vacuum chamber of ~1 m3 will be filled to a critical gas 

concentration in ~0.01 s, defining maximal duration of the plasma gun discharge. 

 

Magnetic system 

Optimization of the magnetic system is described in [9]. Magnetic system includes a plasma 

gun coils, an entrance and exit expander coils, a solenoid with helicoidal field and transitions 

between these parts. The solenoid is composed of two windings. The uniform axial 

component of the magnetic field is created by a set of flat circular coils; the helicity is 

induced by two spiral conductors with counter-flowing currents. 

In our configuration the magnetic axis has a form of 3D spiral with a radius ~ 1.5 cm. 
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Magnetic corrugation scales square of 

the distance from the magnetic axis to 

the edge. Therefore the internal diameter 

of the spiral conductors was set almost 

equal to the external diameter of the 

vacuum chamber (17.2 cm and 16.8 cm 

correspondingly). Helical winding has 

26 conductors with the maximal 

operating current up to 500 A. Maximal 

mean corrugation up to R ~ 1.8 could be 

achieved with the straight field ≤ 0.1 T. 

Straight solenoid should provide the uniform magnetic field inside the operating volume. 

Therefore it has a configuration of a set of 14 coils with internal diameter 37.5 cm and period 

18 cm. Central coils consist of 90 turns each with the maximal operating current up to 500 A. 

Operating magnetic field up to 0.3 T could be achieved in the 1.3-m-long region. Variations 

of the magnetic field are below 1 % in 4 cm off-axis and 2% in 8 cm off-axis (Fig. 2). 

Special correction sections are used to match 3D magnetic axis with the geometrical axis of 

the expanders and to eliminate parasitic mirrors at the ends of the helical section. 

 

Plasma and radial electric field sources 

Plasma gun is based on the previously developed 

in Budker INP plasma source [10]. Typical 

plasma parameters are n ~ 2×1019 m-3, T ~ 5 eV. 

Ionization is performed by the electrons emitted 

from LaB6 cathode [11]. Tungsten infrared pre-

heater and the discharge current heat the cathode 

up to T ~ 2000 K. Plasma gun is schematically 

shown on Fig. 3. Potentials of the anode and 

cathode are independent and magnetically 

insulated by the guide field 0.1–0.2 T of each other and of the grounded vacuum chamber. 

Neutral gas flux is approximately equal to the plasma flux and is estimated as: 

 20 12 2 10e iN n S T m s     , (1.3) 

where <n> — averaged over the cross-section S plasma density, Te — electron temperature. 

 

Fig. 2. Magnetic field of the straight solenoid. 

 
Fig. 3. Plasma gun design (simplified). Magenta field 

line: edge of the cathode, green: edge of the anode, 

red: touching grounded vessel. Longitudinal 

coordinate match Fig. 1. 
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Controlled profile of the radial electric field is induced inside the plasma by the individually 

controlled anode and cathode biases and radially segmented biased end-plate. 

 

Summary 

With rotating plasma, helical mirror presumably leads to the appearance of the longitudinal 

force and radial drift of the ions [5]. At constant plasma density near the plasma gun it leads 

to the exponential decay of the concentration along the mirror until h ~ λ; and pinching of the 

ions to the region with low R. Critical experiment excludes all effects except helical 

confinement and requires an identical regimes of the plasma gun, biases of the segmented 

end-plate and a magnitude of the magnetic field in quasi-steady state. Magnetic field can be of 

the opposite directions causing different signs of the longitudinal force, and therefore 

changing axial dependence of plasma density and velocity. Detailed dependence of the 

longitudinal plasma profile makes possible finding the scaling of the effectiveness of this 

method on the parameters of the experiment. 

Choice of the technical solutions of the concept exploration helical mirror SMOLA is 

determined by the required plasma parameters and scientific groundwork of the Budker INP. 

Helical mirrors could expand an existing set of the axial losses suppression methods in linear 

traps. Even at moderate efficiency with an enhancement factor of 5–10, they will significantly 

improve the prospects of the open traps making them suitable for fusion applications. 
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